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Abstract—In this paper, we propose the use of a Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) based server-side sequence prediction
algorithm to ease network data-load caused by rapid polling
of multiple sensors onboard aerial robotic platforms, which
are wirelessly tethered to a remote server for control and
coordination. Our scheme reduces the network access time
latencies between these platforms and the remote server
hosting the control and scheduling mechanisms. Reduction
in the TDMA-based access time is achieved by reducing the
actual amount of data transmitted over the network, using
partial transmission of actual sensor data over the network
and server-side sequence prediction of the voluntarily missed
sensor values. Our scheme allows the TDMA control of an
increased number of networked platforms without change
of infrastructure or the network characteristics.

Index Terms—Quadrotor, Network congestion, Latency,
LSTM, Flight parameters, Time Division Multiplexing.

I. Introduction

In this work, a quadrotor UAV is wirelessly tethered to

a remote access point connected to a server. This server

and the network can support simultaneous connections from

multiple such quadrotors. However, for proof of concept,

we use a single one. The wirelessly tethered quadrotor’s

�ight parameters such as roll (ψ), pitch (θ), yaw (φ), and

thrust (T ) are sampled onboard the quadrotor’s computer

and transmitted over the wireless channel to the server.

The transmitted parameters, after appropriate processing,

generates control signals and transmits them back to the

quadrotor over the same channel. The tethering network

has a �xed bandwidth due to constraints of the radios

being used, which in addition to being used for transmit-

ting/receiving quadrotor control and coordination signals, is

used for transmitting multimedia data from the quadrotors.

This reduces the number of simultaneous quadrotors that

can be supported over the limited bandwidth. Approaches,

such as Orthogoal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)

[1] have shown promising results for simulations, however

they tend to have higher data volumes, which has to be

transmitted over the network, as well as handled by the

remote server. Various delays associated with the overall

implementation are segregated into three broad categories

– quadrotor (δquadrotor), network (δnetwork) and server

(δprocessing), as outlined in Fig. 1. However, some of these

delays are further composed of smaller delays which can be

given as δquadrotor = δprocessor + δsensor . δprocessor and

δsensor are attributed to the delays produced due to the

quadrotor’s onboard control hardware and data sampling

from the quadrotor sensors. These two delays are integrated

with δquadrotor , which signi�es the cumulative delay pro-

duced due to the limitations of the quadrotor’s hardware.

The delay parameter due to various channel e�ects of a

mobile wireless sensor node (i.e., the quadrotor) is denoted by

δnetwork . Similarly, the delay parameter δprocessing signi�es

the cumulative delays produced due to data-access at the

remote server. δprocessing is represented as δprocessing =
δDataAccess + δLSTM , where δDataAccess and δLSTM are

attributed to the delays produced as a result of data-access

mechanisms at the server-end, and time taken to process and

predict the data, respectively.

Quadrotor Remote ServerAccess Point

  δNetwork         δProcessing        δQuadrotor       
ψ,θ,φ,T
Control

Fig. 1. Factors a�ecting a networked quadrotor system.

The quality-of-service (QoS) Qnetwork , of the networked

quadrotor, broadly depends on the bandwidth of the under-

lying network (B), the network data-rate (∆node), number

of simultaneous connections to the network (kc), velocity

of nodes connected to the network (vc), and co-channel

interference (CCI), which is denoted by Icc. According to

Nyquist’s theorem, B is related to the control and coordi-

nation signal data-rate ∆node of a single network connected

device (here, quadrotor) as ∆node ≤ 2B. Additionally, ∆node

is represented in terms of quadrotor end-device sampling

frequency (fnode), such that fnode = ∆−1
node. We assign

the metrices DL and C to represent the network data-

load due to the transference of control data from the end-

device to the server, and data-load from the end-device’s

applications (video and multimedia data), respectively, so that

DL = kc(∆node + C). Qnetwork is be generalized as,

Qnetwork ∝
B

(DL + C)kcvcIcc
(1)
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It is evident from Equation 1 for limited B, kc is reduced

as C increases. Our proposed scheme aims to alleviate this

problem by increasing kc for high values of C in a limited

B network.

The velocity of the networked quadrotor (vc), which

behave as mobile nodes, of a wireless network also de�nes

Qnetwork , as it gives rise to certain unwanted e�ects such

as multipath fading and Doppler shift. Considering the case

when the quadrotor is airborne, away from obstacles and

re�ecting surfaces, multipath fading is ruled out. Hence, in

our formulation, we only consider the e�ect of Doppler shift,

as a result of the additional distance traveled by the EM wave

during a mobile node’s motion. For an angle, θd between

the ground station and the airborne quadrotor �ying with a

velocity vc (it is the same as the velocity of the node), having

a wavelength of the EM wave as λ, the Doppler frequency

fd is denoted as fd = vcλ
−1cos(θd). As this work encom-

passes decreasing the TDMA access latency of networked

quadrotors by decreasing the network data-load DL caused

due to transference of the quadrotors’ �ight parameters and

control sequences, care is taken to ensure that the proposed

solution does not a�ect other network parameters such as

SNR, bandwidth, normal �ight altitudes, trajectories, and

especially, end-to-end network infrastructure.

Out of the �ve network delay parameters identi�ed –

δprocessor , δsensor , δnetwork , δDataAccess, δLSTM – the re-

gions of improvement are restricted to reducing δsensor
and δLSTM . The only network parameter de�ning the QoS,

which is modi�able under the given conditions, is DL.

Reducing DL translates to reducing fnode, so that the ∆node

generated from each quadrotor on the network is low,

allowing for higher bandwidth utilization and incorporation

of more quadrotors within the constrained bandwidth re-

quirements.

Assumption 1. The networked quadrotor is used for routine
mission-based tasks with a �xed �ight-path and trajectory,
and the network under study does not su�er from serious
interference and fading e�ects.

The proposed approach insinuates dropping some of the

transmitted values of the sampled quadrotor sensor values

as illustrated in Fig. 2b, which are to be transmitted over

the network, such that the reduction of information on the

quadrotor side is compensated by LSTM predicted values on

the server side. This enables us to acquire the quadrotor’s

original sampled signal on the server side, and at the same

time, reduce the data load on the network. The recreated

signal at the server-end, which consists of alternating actual

sampled values is denoted by Si, such that i starts at 1
and samples every other sensor output (i+ = 2). Similarly,

the LSTM-based temporal predicted values are denoted by

Pi. The recreated sequence of S1, P1, S2, P2, · · · is used for

generating the quadrotor �ight control sequences, which are

then transmitted back to the quadrotor over the network.

This approach involves quantifying the parameters a�ect-

ing normal �ight-path of a quadrotor. Under ideal conditions,

[x(t-1),y(t-1),z(t-1)]

[x(t),y(t),z(t)]

[x(t+1),y(t+1),z(t+1)]

[x(t+1),y(t+1),z(t+1)]

[x(t+1),y(t+1),z(t+1)]

Z
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Fig. 2. (a) A model for the real-world path taken by the quadrotor and its

consecutive temporal path estimation, (b) Time division multiplexed samples

showing actual temporal signals inter-spaced with predicted signals using

the SPA scheme.

and in the absence of external or internal intermittent disrup-

tive factors, such as the e�ects of wind (w), quadrotor power

levels (b), positional error due to sensor failures or GPS errors

(P), aerial obstacles (s), and other external factors (m) – the

subsequent quadrotor �ight step (x(t+ 1), y(t+ 1), z(t+ 1))

is determined using its current location coordinates at time

t (x(t), y(t), z(t)) in conjunction with its velocity (vq). The

quadrotor �ight-path is modeled as a Markovian process

under ideal conditions, as in our approach, only the current

state is required to predict the consecutive state of the

quadrotor. In Fig. 2a, the spheres A0 and A1 represent a

quadrotor’s recent past (T = t − 1) and current (T = t)
states, respectively. The possible future states (T = t+ 1) of

A1 can be in�nite. For the sake of representation, these states

are denoted by A2, A3 and A4. Under Markovian modeling,

the change from A0 to A1 dictates the position of A1 to be

A3, say. However, in real scenarios, the above-mentioned in-

�uencing factors cannot be neglected from quadrotor �ight-

path parameters. Due to the highly stochastic nature of some

of the mentioned extraneous factors – w,P, s and m –

a Markovian process based prediction of quadrotor’s �ight

path fails. As represented in Fig. 2a, the stochastic nature of

the extraneous factors implies that they can be along any

axes and cause unpredictable changes in the future state

of A1. Further, it may cause A1 to transition to any of

the three states A2, A3, or A4. In such scenarios, the use

of deterministic approaches to predict the quadrotor’s �ight

path, based on its previous �ight patterns is appropriate. In

the deterministic approach, we do not consider the e�ect

of velocity, as it is a vector and the e�ect of extraneous

factors (which are highly stochastic) may heavily in�uence

the direction of predicted state from A1, giving rise to

erroneous results. The system is modeled as,

P (Ai|A1)i=2,3,4 = P (xk, yk, zk) (2)

where, for transition from A1 to the next state with n
possibilities, the values of P (xk, yk, zk) are denoted as,

P (xk, yk, zk) = max{
P (x1(t), y1(t), z1(t)), · · ·P (xn(t), yn(t), zn(t))} (3)

At time t, the probability of a state in x, y or z axes being
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chosen over the other is determined by the prior choice of

x, y or z at t−1, t−2, and so on. The LSTM-based sequence

prediction operation in our scheme ensures this update for

the task. This operation updates the prior probabilities at

each time-step by means of choosing the most optimized

weight vectors from the previous time-steps.

II. Related Works

The use of networked UAVs has cleared vast avenues for

the use of regular UAVs beyond military and hobby �ying.

Vast amounts of work exist in the domain of networked

UAVs, which deal with issues ranging from networked �ight

and formation control of UAVs [2] to enhancing commu-

nication coverage using UAVs [3]. Tran et al. [4] propose

a resilient method of controlling networked multi-agent

systems which promise better stability in their theoretical

analysis, even under various external disturbances. Liao et al.
[5] demonstrate a recon�gurable and distributed formation

control scheme for UAVs, which ensures collision-free �ight

formation and �ight formation recon�guration. Li and Han

[6] focus on packet delay minimization in multi-layer UAV

networks by means of resource allocation optimization. Like-

wise, Koulali et al. focus on energy consumption optimization

in UAV networks by employing a strategic game based ac-

tivity scheduling scheme [7], and more recently, by choosing

an optimal beaconing policy using Markov Decision Process

[8]. Similarly, Guzey et al. [9] choose a hybrid consensus-

based scheme for formation control of �xed wing UAVs.

Other works on UAV networks encompass service oriented

architectures for safe UAV �ights, as proposed by Rodrigues

et al. [10], UAV Software De�ned Networks (SDN) and

Network Function Virtualization (NFV), as demonstrated by

White et al. [11].

Synthesis: Most of the targeted implementation zones

for critical UAV applications (disaster-hit areas, surveying

tasks in remote areas) and scenarios highlight the lack of

proper network infrastructure for unhindered operation of

these UAVs. To counter the network limitations and overload

due to other factors such as – high mobility of the nodes

– the existing approaches involve changes in the physical

con�guration of UAVs, its trajectory, its network or the

overall network infrastructure. In contrast, our proposed

solution of using deep learning-based sequence prediction

would not only reduce the data-load on the supporting

network but allow for more UAVs to be simultaneously

associated with the same transmitting channel.

III. Flight Dynamics and Control

A quadrotor frame of reference is universally de�ned in

terms of the North-East-Down (NED) coordinates, which are

its inertial frame of reference. These NED coordinates, in

conjunction with the body �xed coordinates (x, y, z), are

used to determine the orientation vectors (ψ, φ, θ) of the

quadrotor with respect to the inertial frame [12]. The roll,

pitch, and yaw angles (ψ, φ, θ) determine the movement

of the quadrotor about the x, y and z-axes, respectively.

These x, y and z-axes, considered as the quadrotor �xed-

body frame of reference, de�ne the quadrotor’s perfect linear

position and denoted by β, such that, β =
[
x y z

]T
.

The angular position – the attitude/heading of the quadrotor

– is de�ned using Euler angles and is represented as η [12],

which can be rewritten as η = [ψ φ θ]
T

. For a vector ê
denoting the position of the center of mass of the quadrotor,

we have, ê =
[
x y z

]T
. The non-linear dynamics of

the quadrotor [12] is denoted by, md2ê
dt2 = −mgD + RF ,

where m is the mass of the quadrotor, g the acceleration

due to gravity (g ' 9.8m/s2
), F the force acting on the

quadrotor, and R the rotational matrix representing body

frame of a quadrotor to the inertial frame of a quadrotor.

For Cx denoting cos(x) and Sx denoting sin(x), R can be

represented as,

R =

 CθCψ CθSψSφ − SθCφ CθSψCφ + SθSφ
SθCψ SθSψSφ + CθCφ SθSψCφ − CθSφ
−Sψ CψSφ CψCφ


(4)

The rotation matrix R is orthogonal leading to R−1
= RT

which represents the rotation matrix from the quadrotor’s

inertial frame to its body frame. Considering quadrotor

motion along the z axis, F is considered to be composed

of only one component such that, F =
[

0 0 Tf
]T

.

Tf is the thrust or translation force, which relates to the

gravitaional force of the motors (fi) [12] as Tf =
∑4
i=1 fi.

For a motor constant mc, the angular velocity of a speci�c

rotor i is considered as ωi and as it creates a force of fi
in the rotor axis direction, the torque, τi, during hover of

the quadrotor, is expressed as, τi = mcω
2
i = mcfi. The

relation between moment of inertia (Im) and total torque

on the quadrotor (τ ) for angular velocity in body frame of

reference (Ω) is denoted by Im
dΩ
dt = −Ω× ImΩ + τ , where

Im is represented as,

Im =

 Ixx 0 0
0 Iyy 0
0 0 Izz

 (5)

and, Ω is expressed as,

Ω =

 dφ
dt −

dψ
dt sin(θ)

dθ
dt cos(φ) + dψ

dt cos(θ)sin(φ)
dψ
dt cos(θ)cos(φ)− dθ

dt sin(φ)

 (6)

Eventually, the generalized torques for the quadrotor, for

distance between ê and center of rotor represented as L, is

represented as denoted in Equation 7 [12]. The dynamics of

any given quadrotor UAV is nonlinear and at the same time

coupled with each other and under-actuated, which makes

control of this platform di�cult. τψ
τθ
τφ

 =

 −mc mc −mc mc

−L −L L L
−L L −L L



f1

f2

f3

f4

 (7)
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IV. Long Short-Term Memory

A Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) consists of memory

blocks, unlike traditional neural networks, which consists of

only neurons. Each LSTM cell is a combination of speci�cally

designed neural network units and operations, such as –

forget gate, input gate, output gate and candidate value update
– which take inputs from hidden layer ht−1 and Ct−1 from

previous LSTM units and an input xt at an instant of time t
to generate output ht and Ct for the next upcoming LSTM

unit. The �gure shows the LSTM architecture used in our

work. For weight W , a sigmoid activation function σ, a tanh

activation function tanh, and a bias value b, the forget gate

layer is expressed as, ft = σ(Wf · [ht−1, xt]+bf ). The forget

gate layer outputs values between 0 and 1, which directs

the LSTM unit with knowledge about the values to retain or

drop from the previous state. Similarly, the input gate layer is

responsible for selecting values to update, from the previous

state, and is denoted as, it = σ(Wi · [ht−1, xt] + bi). The

updated cell state Ct is given as, Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t,
where C̃t is the vector of candidate values to be updated,

which is expressed as C̃t = tanh(WC [ht−1, xt] + bC). An

output gate layer is also present, which is mathematically

denoted as, ot = σ(Wo[ht−1, xt]+bo). This output gate layer

function ot, in conjunction with the updated cell state Ct,
is used to determine the output ht of the current (present)

LSTM layer as ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct), and is generalized

according to our chosen LSTM architecture with 2 time-steps

(elaborated in Section VI-A), which is represented as,

ht+1 = ht + ht−1 + ht−2 (8)

The consecutive sections on experimental setup and results

elaborate upon the use of the LSTM-based quadrotor �ight

prediction model, and its integration with the controls of the

quadrotor.

V. Experimental Setup

The quadrotor platform used is Crazy�ie, which is a

commercially available open-source platform. Besides being

armed with various sensors, such as an accelerometer, a

gyroscope, a magnetometer, and a barometer being sampled

at a rate of 100 Hz, it is fully programmable. A 2.4 GHz radio

interface with a channel bandwidth of 250 kbps, a packet

M(ψ )

M(θ )

M(φ )

Splitter
f (ψ,θ,φ) 

f (ψ,ψp) 

f (θ,θp) 

f (φ,φp) 

f (ψ,θ,φ) 

f (ψc,θc,φc) 

f (ψc,θc,φc) 

  δNetwork                 δSequence  + δPrediction      

Prediction Model

Fig. 3. The proposed system methodology, elaborating the server-side

splitting and prediction model for the quadrotor �ight-path prediction.

size of 32 bytes, and encoded using Orthogonal Quadrature

Phase Shift Keying (OQPSK), is used to establish a connection

between the remote server and the quadrotor platform.

(a) E�ect of optimizers (b) E�ect of timesteps (t)

Fig. 4. Losses during training of LSTM models by means of variation of

di�erent parameters – optimizers, timesteps.

Sampled and packetized �ight parameter data (ψ, θ, φ, T )

from the quadrotor are transmitted over the network, even-

tually arriving at the remote server, as shown in Fig. 3. A data

splitting module on this server discards the unwanted �elds

after extracting the �ight parameters – ψ, θ, φ, T – from the

received packet. As the thrust T of the quadrotor depends

on the orientation vector of the quadrotor η, we designed

the proposed scheme, SPA, to work only on η, and not

T . The splitter module forwards the appropriate parameter

to the correct LSTM model (M(ψ),M(θ),M(φ)) for future

sequence prediction. The individual LSTM models output

values such that, M(ψ) → f(ψ,ψp), M(θ) → f(θ, θp),

and M(φ) → f(φ, φp). f(ψ,ψp), f(θ, θp), and f(φ, φp) are

put in a control signal generation module, which generates

appropriate control signals for the quadrotor, based on these

new orientation vectors, ηc. Equation 8 is used separately for

the three quadrotor �ight parameters (ψ, θ, φ), such that,

ht+1(ψ) = ht(ψ) + ht−1(ψ) + ht−2(ψ)

ht+1(θ) = ht(θ) + ht−1(θ) + ht−2(θ)

ht+1(φ) = ht(φ) + ht−1(φ) + ht−2(φ)

(9)

where ht+1(ψ), ht+1(θ), ht+1(φ) are the predicted values at

time-step t + 1, henceforth denoted as ψp, θp, φp for the

input values xt, each corresponding to ψ, θ, φ at time-step

t. ηc generates appropriate values of T , to maintain the

mission or �ight path of the quadrotor. It is noteworthy

to mention that the output sequence generated from the

LSTM models – ht+1(ψ), ht+1(θ), ht+1(φ) – are denoted by

ψ, θ and φ respectively. The generated quadrotor controlling

sequence is collectively denoted by f(ψc, θc, φc) in Fig. 3,

instead of T , for ease of understanding. f(ψc, θc, φc) is

re-packetized at the splitter and transmitted back to the

quadrotor, which actuates the motors to act according to the

received command, in turn modifying the quadrotor �ight.

As we are focused on the remote server aspect of the over-

all architecture in this section, we denote the delay incurred

by the data to travel from the quadrotor to the wireless access

point by δnetwork , which is actually δquadrotor + δnetwork .

Additionally, the data delay from the access point to the con-

trol generation module is denoted by δsequence + δprediction.
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(a) E�ect of timesteps (t) (b) E�ect of LSTM units (c) E�ect on �ight parameters

Fig. 5. Losses (RMSE) during training and testing of LSTM models by means of variation of di�erent parameters.

δsequence signi�es the delay due to data access and manipu-

lation operations at the splitter module, whereas δprediction
signi�es the time taken to predict the future sequence of

orientation vectors (ηc) and generate commands for the

quadrotor, based on the incoming present values of η.

VI. Results and Discussion

In this Section, we describe the results obtained for the

various stages of LSTM model generation, and the delay

incurred by the proposed system in predicting �ight param-

eters.

A. LSTM Parameter Selection

We adopted a standard train-test split ratio of 70− 30 for

training our LSTM model. Fig. 4 shows the variation in the

loss with respect to variations in parameters, such as time-

steps (lookback), tested for a range between 1 to 60, and

optimizers (ADAM, RMSprop, and SGD). The loss function

chosen in this work is mean squared error (MSE), with a

batch size of 1 and tested over 60 epochs. Fig. 4(a) shows

that ADAM allows the architecture’s training loss to rapidly

converge to its local minima, as compared to RMSprop

and SGD. This rapid convergence to minima establishes the

superiority of ADAM over the other optimizers. Similarly,

Fig. 4(b) shows the changes in MSE loss for variations in

time-steps of the architecture (considering 4 LSTM units

and ADAM as the selected optimizer). From this �gure, it

is concluded that the changes in loss are very close to each

other for any conclusive indication of the superiority of one

over another, and hence, the time taken by the architecture

for providing output values becomes a deciding factor.

Fig. 5 shows the changes in root mean squared error

(RMSE) for variations in time-steps from 1 to 10 (Fig. 5(a))

and LSTM units from 1 to 6 (Fig. 5(b)), for ADAM as the

selected optimizer, during both training and testing stages

of model generation for ψ over 20 epochs using MSE as the

loss function. RMSE serves as an indicator of the usefulness

of the trained model in the prediction tasks, as it checks the

di�erence of the predicted signal from the expected signal –

lower the di�erence, the better is the suitability of the model

in the task prediction. In Fig. 5(a), a time-step value of 2
gives the least values of RMSE. Similarly, for Fig. 5(b), LSTM

units of 3, 4, and 6 give comparable results. Yet again, the

prediction delay time (δprediction) is chosen as the deciding

factor for selecting an appropriate architecture amongst the

three. Fig. 5(c) shows the change in training and testing loss

for all three �ight parameters. It is observed that the results

of these three models are comparable.

B. System Latency

Fig. 6(a) shows the output sequences of the training and

testing stages of the LSTM architecture. The top of this �gure

shows the original signal obtained from the quadrotor �ight

logs, whereas the bottom part represents the signal sequence

output during training and testing stages of the LSTM model

creation. It is to be noted that, as this scheme is dependent

on historical values of �ight parameters for training the

model, its application, for now, is restricted to applications

of quadrotors following a routine behavior. The outputs

additionally show both the high and low-frequency changes

in the quadrotor �ight parameter signals are recreated very

close to the original, signifying its suitability for use in

our task. Fig. 6(b) shows the delay incurred by the model

prediction unit (as shown in Fig. 3) for predicting signal

sequence at t+1, against input signals from t−t0|t0=0,1,2,3,···.

The value of t0 depends on the chosen architecture and the

time-step de�ned within it. The prediction delay bars shown

in Fig. 6(b) are generated against a signal sequence consisting

of 705 values, each of ψ, θ and φ. It is observed that the

delays incurred for architectures having 1 and 2 LSTM units

are comparable.

Fig. 6(b) shows the prediction delay incurred at the remote

server for each of the three parameters – ψ, θ, φ – which is

speci�c to the chosen LSTM architecture. The architecture

with 4 LSTM units yields a slightly higher value of δprediction
(= 0.23s for 705 values) as compared to the other architec-

tures. As 4 LSTM units provide the least RMSE in Fig. 5(b),

this is the preferred choice for the �nal implementation of

the SPA scheme.

The δprediction values for all three parameters are collec-

tively computed to 0.978 ms for each instance of incoming

quadrotor data at the remote server. We approximate the

δprediction+δsequence value to 1 ms, which can be considered

as the remote server’s processing speed for the quadrotor

data (' 1kHz), which is attributed to the processing at

the remote server. During regular operation, the quadrotor’s
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Metrics highlighting the feasibility and advantages of the proposed method for use with networked quadrotors. (a) LSTM based temporal prediction

of �ight parameter – ψ – for both training and testing stages of the LSTM model generation. (b)Variations in the prediction delay (in seconds) – δprediction
– for the quadrotor �ight parameters (ψ, θ, φ) with respect to changing LSTM units. (c) Projected savings in network data-load represented in terms of

number of additional quadrotors that can be controlled as compared to when the regular method is used.

sensor values are sampled at a rate of 30Hz (30 values

per second), allowing for the control of 1000/30 ' 33
quadrotors by utilizing the channel in a time-multiplexed

manner. However, using the SPA scheme, the e�ciency of

the time-division multiplexing is substantially increased, as

reported in Fig. 6(c). Fig. 6(c) shows only selected time-

steps for an architecture with 4 LSTM units. The choice

of time-steps in the �nal evaluation selection is made on

the basis of Fig. 5(a), as these selected time-step/lookback

values – 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 reported the least RMSE amongst the lot.

The reported improvements in the time-division multiplexing

capabilities using the proposed SPA scheme is shown in Fig.

6(c).

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we address the problem of decreased net-

work throughput, and consequently, increased latency of the

network due to excessive data-load transmitted between the

ends. This gives rise to increased TDMA network latency.

Further, this problem is accentuated in cases of networks,

which are tasked with connecting actuating devices con-

trolled remotely, the more complex the device is in terms

of the number of sensors, the more is the data-load on the

network. The proposed scheme of anticipating or predicting

future value sequences, based on the values of incoming

quadrotor UAV aerodynamic parameters (roll, pitch, and

yaw) at the remote server is used for actuating the UAV.

The parameter prediction is achieved using a deep learning

architecture with LSTM units. The combination of actual

and predicted values to estimate the �ight path reduces the

data load on the network, reduces the TDMA based network

access latency of other quadrotors, and makes the network

available to support even more quadrotor platforms, using

the same previous speci�cations. This approach can be easily

extended to other �xed path robotic platforms, which are

controlled by a wireless network.

In the future, we plan to analyse the e�ects of this scheme

on QoS and DL, in addition to extending this scheme to

incorporate multiple heterogeneous autonomous platforms

with varying functionality, and with no pre-de�ned missions

or trajectories.
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